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I believe this exhibition, “North Korean Art: Paradoxical Realism,” at the 2018 Gwangju Biennale will be most
probably the first opportunity for the people of South Korea and around the world to see North Korean art in
its full spectrum within the context of Socialist Realism art.
After the fall of the Soviet Union, North Korea is the only country that is still creating Socialist Realism art in
the world. It is worth noting that North Korean art has developed a unique expression and characteristics.
I also believe that this exhibition will carry significant historic value for the Korean peninsula since the two
nations have been separated for more than six decades with little exchange of culture, art, or politics.
I was born in South Korea and educated there until I finished my degree in journalism, and like many others,
my educational experience was saturated with anticommunist sentiment. This included a genuine fear regarding North Korea. My fascination actually began in the United States when I had a chance to see North Korean
artwork. It was a Chosonhwa, which is an ink wash painting on rice paper. In other words it was a traditional
Oriental painting. But, I never expected anything of its nature to surface from North Korea. This Chosonhwa
that I saw was not a usual landscape painting, but figurative painting and it captured a poetic quality and yet was
rendered with delicate nuance of human emotion on its facial expression. That artwork, that Chosonhwa that I
saw in the States shattered my fear, and from that experience my curiosity grew. As an artist, I wanted to know
more about North Korean art, and my journey of research into this relatively unknown field began.
Come to think of my research, it has consisted of primary research which was first-hand and on-site experiences rather than a dependence on text. I visited Pyongyang nine times since 2011, and during those trips, I met
and interviewed numerous artists, museum staff, and prestigious Pyongyang Art University faculty members
as well as students. I also visited many art exhibitions, including the National Art Exhibition.
During this period of extensive research, I regularly presented my findings and held talks on North Korean art
at academic venues and research centers such as Georgetown, Harvard, Columbia universities and The Woodrow Wilson Center in Washington, DC. Additionally, after five years of dedicated effort, I was able to bring to
fruition the exhibit featuring North Korean art entitled, “Contemporary North Korean Art: The Evolution of
Socialist Realism,” at the American University Museum in Washington, DC, for two months in the summer of
2016.

I am currently completing a book on North Korean Art: Chosonhwa, which is the culminating project of my
many years of research. My book will be published in Korean in March of 2018 in Seoul, with an English
version to follow.
Although most people in the world have heard quite often about the human rights violations and almost everyday there is news about nuclear weapon development in North Korea, it is actually very difficult to know
how the society operates or functions in North Korea. For example, in art people can imagine there exists only
state-ordered, simple and uniform expressions of propaganda art. It is true that North Korean art is largely
propaganda art, but that is not all it is. There is complexity within the simplicity of the art. I would like to
introduce this complexity of North Korean art through this exhibition at the Gwangju Biennale.
One aspect that distinguishes North Korean art from that of other communist countries that were directly
influenced by the Soviet Union’s Socialist Realism, is the traditional ink wash painting on rice paper which, I
already mentioned earlier, is called Chosonhwa. Chosonhwa has been the main vehicle for the expression of
North Korean Socialist Realism. This exhibition at the Gwangju Biennale is entirely composed of Chosonhwa, and the majority of the artworks in the exhibition consists of ideological paintings of propaganda art.
Due to the closed nature of the society, the artists tend to choose similar subject matters and stay mostly
within those limits. However, as I scrutinized North Korean art, within the circumscribed themes, I found
evidence of a high degree of creativity. This is particularly prominent in Chosonhwa. As I examined the artworks at Mansudae Art Studio and the Choson National Museum of Art, I gradually discovered the mastery
of brushstrokes and the innovative solutions to artistic problems. I came to see the elements of artistic brilliance within the common, set subject matters of the paintings.
In addition to individual artworks, North Korean artists work collaboratively on epic scale paintings. These
massive Chosonhwa pieces are created when an event of historical importance occurs, such as the death of a
leader or the building a dam. Many artists up to sixty work together for unified production of painting. This
very unique type of work, collaborative paintings will be prominently featured at the special exhibition.
My hope is that this historic project centered on North Korean art to be viewed holistically, and I hope this
exhibition will bring about active discussion as well as further understanding between the divided countries
at this politically charged moment in time.
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